The Big-5 Weekly Post is a joint project by the CIES Football Observatory and Opta. Throughout the season for the five major European leagues, the Big-5 Weekly Post will present exclusive data on players’ demography and pitch performance.

All of our statistics are carefully reviewed using a detailed methodological approach to ensure academic accuracy.

Analysis published in the 'Big-5 Weekly Post' is only part of a broader spectrum of data that can also be produced in real-time and be made available to a wide array of parties: broadcasters, websites, newspapers, clubs, leagues, national associations, bookmakers, etc.

If you would like further information on our data, we invite you to register to receive our weekly email alerts by filling in the registration form at the bottom left of the home page at www.eurofootplayers.org.

For more information on our services please email us at eurofootplayers@unine.ch or info@optasports.com
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